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Introduction

Introduction
The optimum tool for comprehensive documentation
Cultural assets and monuments are important treasures to

popular CAD software solutions. This then forms the basis

mankind. Their complete and accurate documentation is an

for plans and views in 3D and for different visualisations. For

important basis for preserving them in the long term and

example, they permit the precautionary recording of build-

making them accessible to science and the public. The FARO

ings, support renovation and restoration and offer many pos-

Laser Scanner Focus provides ideal assistance in this respect:

sibilities for virtual representations or educational materials.

3D

It records objects, buildings and even extensive archaeological excavations in topographical detail, quickly, reliably and

The user-friendliness and efficiency of the FARO Laser Scan-

cost-effectively. This means it provides an important basis for

ner Focus

the digitisation and educational preparation of cultural assets.

market. This magazine is intended to provide an overview

3D

make it one of the best laser scanners on the

of its possible areas of application and the advantages when
With its compact size and low weight, it can be mounted
on a tripod and set up in a few minutes. It scans surfaces
three-dimensionally with the laser beam, without making
contact, and records spatial and surface geometries – however
complex they are. The digital data can be imported into all

documenting cultural assets.

Image: AFT (Actual Foncier Topographie)
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Introduction

Areas of application of the FARO Focus3D – Documentation

Documentation
Areas of application of the FARO Focus3D
Thorough recording of archaeological sites: With a range

Assistance with urgent excavations: When time is a key fac-

of up to 330 metres and the ability to scan in full sunlight,

tor, such as during construction or excavations in conflict ar-

the FARO Focus

is ideally suited to outdoor use. Extensive

eas, the FARO Focus3D provides reliable assistance. It records

areas, such as excavation sites, are recorded over a wide area,

the existing situation quickly and very accurately and creates

quickly and cost-effectively. The integrated GPS also enables

a dataset that can then be analysed at leisure. This decreases

precise positioning of the data.

costs and minimises potential danger.

Documenting excavation processes: During excavations,

Documenting without causing damage: Sensitive objects

the individual layers often have to be painstakingly docu-

made of materials that cannot be cast in the usual way can

mented. With a laser scanner, the objects uncovered can be

be recorded with the laser scanner, contact-free and three-di-

quickly and accurately recorded in situ and in their three-di-

mensionally. This makes it possible to produce a photo-real-

mensional arrangement. This enables quick, continuous doc-

istic image with RGB colour values. Even the most sensitive

umentation of the excavation process. The data analysis can

objects can be reliably documented in this way. In addition,

be carried out directly on a computer.

the FARO Focus3D presents no danger to the eyes and can

3D

even be used during visiting hours.
Measuring buildings and monuments: Facades, houses,
large objects or intricate details – with the FARO Laser Scanner Focus3D long distances or large areas are no problem. Surfaces are scanned and documented with millimetre accuracy.
Image: Jumieges 3D
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Areas of application of the FARO Focus3D – Documentation

Areas of application of the FARO Focus3D – Communication and visualisation

Communication and
visualisation
Areas of application of the FARO Focus3D
Digitising collections and making them accessible: In most

Augmented Reality – Making lost areas visible: If build-

cases collections are stored away and cannot readily be made

ings such as churches, castles or archaeological sites are re-

accessible to academics or the public. By recording using a

corded and digitised in their current state, augmented reality

laser scanner, three-dimensional objects are digitised highly

enables the visualisation of earlier stages of construction, for

accurately and in great detail. The objects and data can also be

example, interior furnishings from different eras can be in-

shared with the academic world using special software solu-

cluded in the virtual 3D representation, making it possible

tions such as the FARO WebShare Cloud.

to experience a long lost, original layout.

Enabling virtual reconstructions: Spaces that are not acces-

Replication of objects: Copies of exhibits are in demand –

sible to the public for various reasons can be recorded and

whether for museum education or merchandising. With con-

documented accurately using the laser scanner. Visualisations

tact-free scanning using a laser scanner, three-dimensional ob-

and virtual tours through buildings can be edited and pro-

jects can be recorded and replicated very accurately, without

duced for education purposes on the basis of this data using

causing damage.

standard CAD software.
Image: Jumieges 3D
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Areas of application of the FARO Focus3D – Communication and visualisation

Areas of application of the FARO Focus3D – Monument protection and renovation

Monument protection and
renovation
Areas of application of the FARO Focus3D
Reliable recording of the current state: Due to their com-

Easy recording of complex structures and shapes: The

plex shapes, listed buildings are often a major challenge to

FARO Focus3D records delicate objects, free-form shapes and

record. With the FARO Focus3D measurement is easy and fast.

architectural details reliably and in three dimensions.

It records the current situation thoroughly and reliably in a
few steps.

Protecting monuments: The condition of sculptures and
statues can be recorded without causing damage using the

Basis for renovations: The laser scanner scans historic build-

FARO Focus3D. Damage can be recorded without touching

ings and monuments quickly and economically – the precau-

the object and the data helps restorations to be carried out

tionary recording of listed buildings can be achieved without

authentically and accurately.

any problems. The accurate data provides an important basis
for architects and planners, for preparing and carrying out
renovation works or reconstructions.
Image: istockphoto
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Areas of application of the FARO Focus3D – Monument protection and renovation

Applications – Preserving cultural heritage digitally

Ease of use
Thanks to the intuitive control concept
with touchscreen display, the FARO Laser
Scanner Focus3D is as easy to operate as a
digital camera.

Preserving cultural
heritage digitally
Image: AGP (Art Graphique et Patrimoine)
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Applications – Preserving cultural heritage digitally

The Laas Geel cave paintings, Somalia
In 2002 French archaeologists discovered a forgotten world in

The over 5,000 year old rock paintings were recorded using

Somaliland: The Laas Geel cave paintings. The rock paintings

modern, contact-free laser technology and with a measuring

are considered a Neolithic treasure and are probably the oldest

accuracy of millimetres. The complex data is now available

paintings in Africa. However, they are difficult to access and

for a wide range of projects. The material can be provided to

their preservation is at risk. The rock massif is situated in a war

archaeologists worldwide for scientific research. In addition,

zone in northern Somalia.

an accurate 3D model of the area is being prepared and vir-

In order to preserve the cultural heritage for science and for

allowing everyone to witness the fascinating wall paintings of

Advantages

the public, the 24 caves in the Horn of Africa were digitally

East Africa.

•

Ease of transport for flexible working

•

Quick setup and recording guarantees maximum safety

•

Millimetre accurate documentation of sites of cultural interest

•

Works independently thanks to a lithium-ion high-performance battery

tual tours through the caves are planned for a wide audience,

recorded. To do this a five-person expedition team travelled
to North Somalia with a high-resolution digital camera and a
FARO Laser Scanner Focus3Din their luggage.

3D documentation for cultural heritage

Applications – rescue excavation during construction works at Sagrera Station

Mobility
Just 5 kilograms in weight, 24 x 20 x
10 cm in size and with a range of up to
330 m, the FARO Focus3D is the ideal
tool for mobile use outdoors. It works
completely independently – ancillary
equipment, cables and laptops are not
required.

Rescue excavation during
construction works at
Sagrera Station
Underground temple complex in Barcelona
During construction works at "Sagrera Station" in Barcelo-

the ability to document the site without touching anything. It

na, a construction team came across an underground temple

was possible to record the Neolithic bone discovery three-di-

with over 300 skeletons. The startling discovery presented a

mensionally, realistically and faithful to the original, and later

challenge for archaeologists, to document the find as quickly

visualise it on a computer. 3D laser technology offers effective

as possible in a controlled manner and to salvage and secure it

options for thorough, three-dimensional recording and ena-

without delaying the construction works for too long.

bles the creation of a 360 degree find map.

During the rescue excavation the FARO Focus3D ensured thor-

While the data is being analysed by the researchers at their

ough documentation from the point of view of archaeological

leisure, the construction work on the major rail project in

issues. The mobile 3D laser scanner helped the archaeologists

Barcelona has long since continued.

to record the site in precise detail and to systematically record
the individual objects and their exact positions, under extreme
time pressure. Another advantage in this particular case was

Image: Global Geomática S. L.
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Applications – rescue excavation during construction works at Sagrera Station

Advantages
•
•
•
•

Quick 360-degree documentation
Three-dimensional, photo-realistic imaging
Reliable measurement with a range of up to 330 metres
Optimum operation in full sunlight

3D documentation for cultural heritage

Applications – Digital surveying without light and space

Resilience
The FARO Focus3D shows its capabilities
in any environment: Whether in icy regions or under tropical conditions – this
robust device is always fully operational.

Digital surveying without
light and space
The Cloaca Maxima, Rome
The "Cloaca Maxima", the ancient waste water system under

The ancient plans from the 19th Century can be updated

the Roman Forum, is in a desolate state and is threatened

using the precise measurement data. The scan data enables

with closure due to the disrepair. In order to obtain knowl-

the relationship between the underground structure and the

edge about ancient Rome and make it accessible in future,

monuments on the surface to be assessed, and also the struc-

the “Cloaca Maxima” has been surveyed. The work had to be

tural state of the individual sewers. Previous archaeological

done underground, in complete darkness, and in some cases

records can now be checked and new academic findings can

in very narrow, irregular, flooded passageways.

be made. Three-dimensional models can be created, based on
the data acquired, and used for new publications and exhi-

Under these extreme conditions, modern 3D laser technology

bitions – or even a virtual walk through the site steeped in

offered clear advantages: Thanks to its ease of handling and low

history.

weight, the FARO Focus3D was especially convenient to transport into the underground sewer system and to position for the
digital surveying. Even in areas that are difficult for people to
access, it found enough room without any problems.

Image: Indissoluble
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Applications – Digital surveying without light and space

Advantages
•
•
•
•

Problem-free recording in enclosed spaces
High performance in difficult lighting conditions
Precise measurement of irregular structures
Reliable documentation of the current situation

3D documentation for cultural heritage

Applications - 3D virtual reality tours during the renovation

Accuracy
The

high

precision

and

tremen-

dous speed of the FARO Focus3D are
far superior to manual recording. Sources
of error are minimised at an early stage,
which increases the planning and construction quality and helps to save costs.

3D virtual reality tours
during the renovation
Steam-driven pumping station with UNESCO status
in Lemmer

Image: Royal HaskoningDHV
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Applications - 3D virtual reality tours during the renovation

Renovation works often mean fewer visitors and a consider-

where they would like to stop, via touchscreen, and what de-

able loss of revenue for a museum. The example of the big-

tails they would like to ask about regarding the progress of

gest steam-driven pumping station in the world shows how a

the renovation works. The journey also goes to remote places

museum can remain a magnet to the public despite extensive

like the inside of a steam generator and to areas that are under

restoration. Rather than closing during the renovations, those

water.

Advantages

visitor centre and now offer guests a very special tour. With 3D

The scanning work using the FARO Focus3D to create the

virtual reality tours the public get access to previously closed

impressive 3D film took no more than ten days. The 3D laser

areas and can experience the monument from breathtaking

scanner also supplied important measurement data for the

perspectives – on land, on water and from the air. During the

renovation works, which are expected to take three years.

•
•
•
•

responsible for the facility on the Ijsselmeer have expanded the

simulated flight over the area the visitors decide themselves

Quick recording of exhibition spaces
Surveying during regular opening times with no danger to the eyes.
Enabling viewing of inaccessible spaces
Creation of 3D films based on real circumstances

3D documentation for cultural heritage

Applications – A mountain island is measured

Economy
Small and compact, the device allows the
circumstances to be recorded quickly and
accurately. With its wide range of capabilities, the FARO Focus3D offers optimum value for money – never before has
a 3D laser scanner been so affordable.

A mountain island is
measured
Mont Saint Michel abbey complex, Normandy
One of the most famous mountains in the world is to be

measurement technology, deviations are highlighted using

restored - accurately: the Mont Saint Michel abbey complex.

colour coding. This makes the subsequent renovation works

The monument conservators and historical architects need

easier. The geometry of the abbey is recreated on the comput-

precise data for the renovation plans, which modern 3D laser

er using this data.

Image: AGP
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Application – A mountain island is measured

technology can supply. The work on the mountain abbey requires a particularly cautious approach, especially as the com-

The scan specialists were on site for just 3 days. A 3D model

plex has been evolving for hundreds of years and the moun-

of the complex, which can be used to create 2D plans, was

tain island as a whole is situated on difficult terrain.

formed on the basis of the 400 million scan points. There are
yet more technical opportunities: the 3D model can be ex-

An accurate digital recording was made of the 570 square

panded to form a virtual model - this means in future visitors

metre complex, along with its gardens, using the portable

will also be able to access the national treasure and UNESCO

and compact FARO Laser Scanner. Distortions and changes

World Heritage Site digitally.

can also be identified quickly and accurately using the precise

Advantages
•
•
•
•

Complete measurement of complex structures
Quick documentation of internal and external spaces
Reliable visualisation of structural damage
Preparation of accurate data of the current situation for renovations

3D documentation for cultural heritage

Application – Augmented reality for cultural heritage

Speed
With its high precision and speed, the
FARO Focus3D is far superior to measurement carried out manually. Sources of error are minimised at an early stage, which
increases the planning and construction
quality and helps to save costs.

Augmented reality in the
service of cultural heritage
The study of Charles V in the Chateau de
Vincennes in Paris
Completely new methods of museum education are possible

Visitors to the study can now get an impression of what the

with so-called “augmented reality”. One impressive example

original room was like, using a small mobile computer: The

is Charles V's study in the Chateau de Vincennes. The empty

room has been equipped with position markers, by means

room was recorded and digitised in three dimensions using

of which the virtual scene can be displayed in real time on a

the FARO Laser Scanner. This data formed the basis for a

mobile computer, according to the movements of the visitor

millimetre-accurate virtual 3D model of the room. Digital

around the room. The effect is amazing and opens up to the

reconstructions of the furnishings as they were in the 14th

visitor a new, spectacular view of the study.

Century have been integrated into the model.

Image: AGP
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Application - Augmented reality in the service of cultural heritage

Advantages
•
•
•
•

Reliable recording of structures
Quick preparation of data for virtual and augmented reality
Support for educational visitor 3D concepts
Visualisation of different scenarios

3D documentation for cultural heritage

Applications – Complex renovation measures

Accurate recording
The high precision of laser measurement
and the tremendous speed at which surfaces are scanned are key to high-quality
3D documentation with the FARO Focus3D.

Complex renovation works

Image: Bury Associates Limited
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Application – Complex renovation measures

Manchester Central Library
The legendary Manchester Central Library is a complex

In order to be able to carry out the renovation, a true to scale

building. Its circular shape and interlocking vaulted ceilings

3D model was required. The entire complex structure was re-

make it an attractive example of architectural history. The

corded quickly and reliably using the FARO Laser Scanner.

multi-layered structure is a huge challenge when planning

Using the data gathered in this way it was possible to adapt

and carrying out renovation works.

the renovation work to the actual circumstances and carry
them out to optimum effect. It is also possible to produce
impressive views and scale models of the building for educational purposes.

Advantages
•
•
•
•

Quick digitisation of complex building structures
Reliable analysis of structural damage
Optimum preparation of the basis for renovation works
Easy creation of 3D models and subsequent 3D printing

3D documentation for cultural heritage

Applications – Saving an architectural masterpiece

Efficiency
Thanks to its long range of up to 330 m
and the extensive data processing capabilities in major CAD and other software
solutions, the FARO Focus3D is an efficient tool for 3D documentation.

Rescue of an architectural
masterpiece
Image: Trimetari Consulting
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Application – Saving an architectural masterpiece

Shukhov radio tower in Moscow
Ninety years after it was built, the elegant Shukhov Tower was

With the FARO Focus3D, seven scanner stations were set up

in a worrying state. The steel girders were heavily corroded,

– four on the ground and three on the tower platforms. The

which posed a great threat to the whole 160 metre structure.

dataset from these contained around 100 million reference

Thanks to an international campaign it was possible to set

points from a fixed position at the foot of the tower and the

about renovating the tower. In order to create the optimum

Moscow geodesic system. Only the FARO Focus3D was small

basis to start the work, a precise 3D model was first produced.

and light enough to take up a ladder to the top scanning station at a height of 141 metres. This meant it was able to record
the intricate lattice work highly accurately. With the help of
the 3D model it was possible to carry out and monitor the renovation of the architectural masterpiece with great accuracy.

Advantages
•
•
•
•

Highly-accurate recording of intricate shapes
Optimum performance in difficult weather conditions
Optimum application possibilities in extreme positions
Huge range for large objects

3D documentation for cultural heritage

Applications – Recording sensitive objects

Effectiveness
The low training requirements for operating the laser scanner and the simple and
quick recording of objects make working
with the FARO Focus3D highly effective
and efficient.

Recording sensitive
objects
Reconstruction of a dinosaur skeleton
When sensitive objects have to be recorded without making

The FARO Laser Scanner was able to scan this skeleton

contact, the FARO Laser Scanner can handle this task quickly

quickly and without causing damage. From the data obtained

and accurately. Palaeontologists from the Sam Noble Oklaho-

in this way, the scientists produced a high-precision 3D im-

ma Museum of Natural History were able to experience this.

age, which served as the basis for anatomical measurements

Image: University of Oklahoma
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Applications – Recording sensitive objects

for the reconstruction of the small skeleton. Incidentally, the
The scientists worked on the reconstruction of the missing

scans took place during the usual opening times. This meant

bones from a young Apatosaurus. As only approx. 15 % of the

the high-precision data was available in a tenth of the usual

bones were found, the scientists attempted to reconstruct the

time.

rest of the skeleton according to the model of an adult Apatosaurus already exhibited in the museum. The skeleton of the
adult dinosaur contains nearly 300 bones – replication using
conventional methods would have been hugely expensive.

Advantages
•
•
•

Scanning sensitive objects without making contact
Quick recording of complex objects
Laser scanner allows work during opening times with no danger to the eyes

3D documentation for cultural heritage

Applications – Digitising surfaces without causing damage with the FARO Edge ScanArm

Resolution
Thanks to high-precision surface information, interactive representations appear
absolutely true-to-life.

Digitising surfaces without causing damage with
the FARO Edge ScanArm
Image: Interactive Institute Swedish ICT
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Applications – Digitising surfaces without causing damage with the FARO Edge ScanArm

Insight into an Egyptian mummy
FARO scanners are also ideally suited to unusual applica-

removed and the tissue complete with the skeleton can be

tions: With a FARO Edge ScanArm, an Egyptian mummy

observed – these views are also accessible to the general public

was carefully recorded.

for the first time.

Visitors to the Stockholm Museum of Mediterranean and

The FARO ScanArm is ideally suited to small and especial-

Near Eastern Antiquities will soon be able to examine a fully

ly delicate objects: It records objects quickly and without

preserved mummy in a level of detail that has never been pos-

causing damage, with high accuracy. This enables the produc-

sible before. With the aid of the FARO Edge ScanArm, the

tion of high-precision replicas – be it for science or museum

surface structure of the mummy was recorded reliably, with-

shops. An impressive example: The famous Lewis Chessmen

out causing damage. This data, combined with information

from the National Museum of Scotland were digitised with

from a CT scan of the mummy, enable a unique, detailed dig-

this technology and reproduced using 3D printing – so far

ital depiction of the mummy. Researchers and visitors will be

the replicas have been a huge success in the museum shop.

able to look at the mummy both as a whole and down to the
smallest detail. The sarcophagus and bandages can be virtually

Advantages
•
•
•

Recording sensitive objects without causing damage
Easy documentation under difficult conditions
Quick creation of high-precision copies
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4. Wide-ranging applications
The SCENE software enables the scan data to be transferred to all commonly available CAD software solu-

Five steps of 3D documentation

tions for the design and the construction of plants and
facilities. The scan data is thus available for 2D applications and 3D visualisations of all kinds.

1. Setup
After only two minutes setup time, the FARO Focus3D is
ready to scan: It can be easily and quickly mounted on a
tripod – just like a normal camera. No external devices

5. Global collaboration

such as laptops or batteries are required. Before the first

With SCENE WebShare Cloud, laser scans and additional

scan is started, all scan positions need to be defined for

information such as CAD drawings, photographs or

complete digital capture of surfaces and structures.

floor plans can quickly be shared via the internet with the
push of a button. That makes collaboration with others
involved in the project much easier. WebShare Cloud
access is carried out via a standard internet browser.

2. Recording data

Direct measurements can also be done there. In this way
all the project partners can work on data simultaneously,
which significantly speeds up the processes.

The project can be created in advance on the PC in the
office and the individual settings pre-defined. Alternatively both can be carried out directly on the FARO
Focus3D with its easy-to-use touchscreen. The FARO
Focus3D is well- known for its short measuring times: it
takes between two and fifteen minutes for a 360-degree
scan, depending on the required resolution, depth of de-

Measuring method
Distance

tail, colour or black-and-white scan.

The laser scanner transmits a laser beam, which is reflected by an object back to
the scanner. The distance is measured with millimetre precision by means of the
phase difference between the transmitted and received beams.

3. Data analysis in SCENE

Vertical angle
The mirror directs the laser beam through the space in a vertical direction.
The angle is recorded at the same time as the distance measurement.

The individual scans of a project can be combined almost automatically with the help of the SCENE software. In SCENE it is also possible to remove any irrelevant scan information and reduce the data volume. The
compass integrated in the FARO Focus3D, the GPS, the

Horizontal angle
The laser scanner turns horizontally through 360° while scanning. The horizontal
angle is recorded at the same time as the distance measurement.

altitude sensor and the dual-axis compensator greatly reduce manual post-processing.

Defining the 3D coordinates
Distance, vertical angle and horizontal angle result in polar coordinate (d, α, β),
which are converted into cartesian coordinates (x, y, z).

Technical information – Five steps of 3D documentation
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Product information

SCENE to CAD

FARO Laser Scanner Focus3D X 330 and Focus3D X 130

From the production of a point cloud
to the CAD model

•

Range: Focus3D X 330: 0.6m – 330m; Focus3D X 130: 0.6 – 130m

•

Size: 24 x 20 x 10cm;

•

Weight: 5.2kg

•

Scan duration, standard scan: b/w: approx. 2min, colour: approx. 5min

•

Systematic distance error: ± 2mm

•

Can be operated without any external devices

•

Intuitive touchscreen

•

Integrated colour camera with automatic, parallax-free colour overlay for photo-realistic 3D colour scans

•

High-performance lithium-ion battery for recordings up to 5 hours; charging while in operation possible

•

SD-card for easy and secure data transfer to the PC

•

GPS, integrated compass, altitude sensor and dual-axis compensator simplify the combination of scans

•

Seamless integration into AutoCAD Architecture, Autodesk REVIT, Bentley MicroStation, Nemetschek Allplan, ArchiCAD,
Rhino, AutoCAD Civil 3D, PolyWorks Surveyor, Carlson, MicroSurvey, JRC 3D Reconstructor, ATS RR Tunnel, Amberg
TMS, AVEVA PDMS, Intergraph PDS, AutoCAD Plant 3D and many others applications.

The individual scans of a project can be automatically combined in the SCENE software. The recorded
scenery can be viewed in three dimensions in SCENE and measurements can be taken with simple tools
directly in the scan data. All the scans are also available in colour and as high-contrast intensity images.
In SCENE it is also possible to remove any irrelevant scan information and reduce the data volume.

After the scan data has been prepared in SCENE, it can be transferred with no difficulty to a large
number of commonly available CAD systems such as AutoCAD Plant 3D, AVEVA PDMS e Integraph
PDS or industry-specific software such as PointSense, ESA Pro and LFM. There the scan data can be
immediately used to produce as-built plans or for the planning of conversions and extensions.

Technical information – SCENE to CAD
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Technical information – Product information
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